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Introduction
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JSE listed shares have posted relatively weak performance when compared to developed markets

▪ The meteoric rise of Naspers (and now Prosus) has resulted in a local bourse that is carried by a non-SA

focused business

▪ This rings true for the majority of the return on the JSE, given that the large market capitalisation stratum of the

JSE is largely constituted of Rand hedge shares

▪ Historically, exposure to developing markets has provided a risk-premium however this has largely dissipated

over the most recent decade

▪ Relating this to style, this explains:

▪ The dominance of growth over value

▪ The erosion of the small and medium size premium

▪ The flight to balance sheet quality over profitability

▪ If one couples the above with an extremely volatile currency, one can understand why the majority of active

managers have underperformed their benchmarks since 2015, especially those with a mid-cap, value tilt

▪ 27four’s in-house research has consistently corroborated the above assertions and has considered a multitude

of potential solutions that would provide investors with an optimal cost-effective equity portfolio



27four Best View Glocal Equity Portfolio

Bringing the best of local and global together
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Applies an equal South Africa and Developed Country equity exposure

50%: South Africa holdings are limited to large capitalisation, shares that display momentum and quality active exposure

50%: Diversified offshore holdings with a bias to developed economies

The 27four Best View Glocal Equity Portfolio has successfully

outperformed the Capped SWIX SA equity benchmark, the unit

trust General Equity peer average and is top quartile over the past

10, 5, 3- and 1-year periods respectively



Best Suitable For
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• Living Annuity

• Endowment

• Discretionary Savings

Minimum investment size: R5 million

27four Management Fee: 20bps pa



Cumulative Performance
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Figure alongside describes the 

cumulative performance of:

➢ Capped SWIX (black-dotted)

➢ Unit trust general Equity category

average (grey)

➢ 27four Best View Glocal Equity

(maroon)

➢ Top-quartile average (green)

➢ Bottom-quartile average (blue)

The results clearly indicate that

irrespective of the assumed discrete

holding period, the 27four best view

portfolio outperforms the top-quartile

average by a significant margin



Risk-Return Scatters 1 and 3 years
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Risk-Return Scatters 5 and 7 years
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Risk-Return Scatter 10 years
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The risk-return scatters graphically depict the return

of each series in conjunction with the risk

associated with the respective investment. The

results clearly indicate that irrespective of period

considered, the 27four Best View Glocal equity

Portfolio provides super nominal and risk adjusted

returns, always plotting in the upper left quadrant of

each scatter. The upper left quadrant is optimal as it

implies a high level of return generated under a

relatively low level of risk.



Summary
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▪ The 27four Best View Glocal Portfolio is a culmination of the internal

macro and style-based research conducted by 27four

▪ The resulting portfolio relies on an equal split between local and

offshore equity and focuses on large capitalisation, Rand hedge tickers

with a momentum and quality tilt

▪ Since the portfolio is rules-based management fees are in-line with

typical passive mandates and are therefore dramatically cheaper than

active manager fees

▪ Our results indicate clear superiority in terms of nominal and risk-

adjusted returns



Disclaimer:

This document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in any of the investments mentioned herein. Any information and opinions

contained in this communication, and any supplemental information provided, is believed to be reliable but no representation or warranty is given as to its correctness, accuracy or completeness. Any

representation or opinion is provided for information purposes only. We do not undertake to update, modify or amend the information on a frequent basis or to advise any person if such information

subsequently becomes inaccurate. It is not intended to create, and shall not be capable of creating, any obligation or liability on the part of 27four Investment Managers or any of its affiliates, and shall

not form part of any contract. All information and opinions provided are of a general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. We are not acting

and do not purport to act in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. Any decision to invest must be made by the recipient solely on the basis of its own independent judgement and research

and subject to the terms and conditions governing applications to any relevant fund. No one should act upon such information or opinion without appropriate professional advice after a thorough

examination of a particular situation. While opinions stated are honestly held, they are not guarantees and should not be relied on. Please note that past performance figures are not audited and

should not be taken as a guide to the future. 27four Investment Managers will not be held liable or responsible for any direct or consequential loss or damage suffered by any party as a result of that

party acting on or failing to act on the basis of the information provided in this document. This document may not be amended, reproduced, distributed or published without the prior written consent of

27four Investment Managers. 27four Investment Managers is an authorised financial services provider with license number 31045.

Contact us

Johannesburg

Firestation Rosebank, Fifth Floor, 16 Baker Street, 

Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196

Phone: +27 (0)11 442 2464

Email: info@27four.com

Social: @27four

Cape Town

Letterstedt House, Third Floor, Newlands-On-Main, 

Main Road, Newlands, 7735


